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About This Game

A Fresh Take on Puzzler Gameplay

Didgery is a unique amalgam of card and puzzle. Strategically chain together a series of cards to restore life to the suites and
keep the world in balance. Develop long chains to release a surge of spiritual energy that consumes nearby cards.

Discover Power

Play well, and you will unlock Special Cards. These unique entities allow new and more expressive methods of forming chains.
Some of these cards radically alter how the game can be played, opening up new venues and strategies that will greatly assist

you.

Uncover the Truth

Parchments hidden behind heavy chains contain fragments of Didgery’s mysterious storyline. Bound since ancient days, these
sentient texts desire to have their truths read aloud, but a powerful Hex mutes their wisdom. It is said that a concentrated surge

of spiritual energy will quell the curse.
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Title: Didgery
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Lotus Games
Publisher:
Zen Labs
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.8Ghz or greater

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 6600GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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This is a great card game! Its kind of like Civilization in the way that you can spend hours in one session, thinking out every
move without getting bored. Its really charming and fun! Its nice that they put this much effort and passion into a card game,
and it really paid off. shame not that many people have played this game, It is most definitely worth your 1.99.. A solid solitaire-
type card game with a bit of depth and a storeyline that vaguely echoes Hand of Fate. Simplistic? a bit... but for a solitaire game
(and a cheap one at that) this one hits all the right buttons to keep you casually entertained for a few hours!. This one is very
addictive. I love to play Solitaire. Somehow it's relaxing and calming and I get determined to clear the cards. This game is like
Solitaire but different. There's a 'match 3' element to it, making the cards fall in and fill the empty spaces on the board. The
music is extremely soothing and the gameplay never really ends. You don't really 'win'. You just keep going. It's great for
winding down. Nice visuals, not flashy or showy like a lot of more casual-type games. I got this one on sale a long while back
and just got around to trying it. Even at the regular price it's a good deal though. Definitely fun.
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